
S.A.M. 
The lipnoid. iodine equals the [human cell] on earth that hyperglycémie in thé lips penetrate to 
blood cycles form b. Equal conjunction to movement.p. F . 
 
The brain, again slipped and stretched is equal to 1 wavelength. The [brainן]l. Family. Because 
male form does not equip to the human heart according to time and space. Which are separate 
but still need each other.  To build on each other. 
 
The brain of its female is in exact placement the heart. Perpendicular of its stimulus, where the 
nucleus are slipped [purpleל]. Properties of inner conjunction. Connection to Y. The blood. -g.  
 
In female, starts after N7. Specific to the blood vessels. [-i].  
Its breathing systems, the lungs again, completely separate. In ф.  
 
Separation of Retinol from cornea 
Infinite -1 of quantum mechanics.  
 
Our eyes are 10 c more powerful than human weight alone. Thé distributions between light and 
darkness, waves in intervals, and valence it systematically takes in to move forward. [9.i(8):Y] = 
Diameter metrameters. Ф.  
 
[Оן Protective Basis] 
Economy: Our blood is red. When it reaches the surfaçe. It takes blue transference c to 
chemicalize this under equal weights of quantum; Q of gravity [Atmosphere].1 Induces speeds 
by ventricle weight to [element] plate tectonics of its given nature ф. Valence xyz additional 
makeup.  Our right placement at birth is same to the left hand energy moving forward to reach 
its death. There is no dividend.  
 
Z, what is circumcised to hydronic pressures of these pulls that breathing systems take for 
granted in valence. Hydronic pulls replace the layers that our cornea replaces geometrically as 
our speed cells heighten and are reduced under friçtion. The left field of subatomica to 
assymetrical energy shows us this in (1) [fatherן[• plate teçtonics, food, and energy.p  
 
Love, in a nutshell.  

● Under the skin. -3 of secondary colors 3 c 
● Thé spectacle rate of Hu in Heart pénétrations subject to light - hydrogen molecules 

must compound to equal thé weight of 6 men. Of Hydronic pulls ~ waves x of 
pénétrations through the veins. X-xc of [Arc -7/-7] 

● 1 sound through blackness. Its equal disturbance 10 c  
 

Co2 
[vertebrae°] 


